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A. containerization
B. encoding
C. packaging
D. encapsulation
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Fill in the blank with the appropriate layer name of the OSI
model.
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) operates at the _______ layer of the
OSI model.
A. transport
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which solution stops new web threats the earliest?
A. Web Reputation Filtering with Exploit prevention
B. URL category database, malware category
C. McAfee Antivirus
D. Webroot AntiMalware
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following are valid method signatures of the
getInstance() method of the Policy class?
Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all
that apply.
A. getInstance(ProtectionDomain domain)
B. static Policy getInstance(String type, Policy.Parameters
params, Provider provider)
C. static Policy getInstance(String type, Policy.Parameters
params, String provider)
D. getInstance(String type, Policy.Parameters params)
Answer: B,C,D
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